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Assembly at DPS Vapi



“Success is the sum of small efforts, repeated day in and day out.”
 
We at DPS believe that the children entrusted to us are like seeds that need the nourishment of values and education. As part of our continuous endeavor
to achieve the development of our children the month of June aimed for a few significant themed assemblies. 
 
The students of grade I conducted an assembly on the theme –of Monsoon. To pep up the monsoon spirit the choir presented a melodious song and set the
mood of the monsoon followed by which was a scintillating dance performance with amazing moves and props. The highlight and spark of the assembly
was the Story presentation with the title, ‘A cloud that wanted to rain. The takeaway message of the assembly was “Be a rainbow in someone’s cloud.”
The assembly conducted by grade II aimed at the importance of Good Manners. The children confidently presented the word, thought, News and facts. To
add meaning and glint to the assembly performed a musical- lyrical skit presenting different situations depicting the use of magic words leaving the
audience amused with their performance. This assembly stressed the importance of using magic words.
 
Chess is an international sport enjoyed by students all over the world in both competitive and non-competitive environments. Chess is a great educational
tool, therefore to develop discipline and focus in this competitive world, a well-planned assembly on World Chess Day was conducted by the students of
class III. The assembly commenced with the school prayer, followed by sharing a new word to upgrade the vocabulary of the listeners, a beautiful thought
for the day, Facts & Information pertaining to the game Chess and News updates.

A special Assembly was conducted with an important theme of Swachh Bharat Abhiyan at DPS Vapi by the students of classes I to VI. The Swachhata
mission was administered in the morning assembly through a speech, the thought for the day, some amazing facts, and a few News updates.  Our talented
performers displayed the importance of waste management in and around us through an act- ‘The Nukkad Natak’. They were observed picking up the
rags, and litter, in order to demonstrate their understanding of its role in sustaining the environment.
 Above all the assembly was conducted with great splendor and show.
 The month of June was all in all a plethora of new learnings and active participation of our students. 
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